JUST LIKE YOU – Children follow adults’ example because they want to be "Just Like You!" The "Just Like You" campaign is asking all adults to be positive role models for children and always exhibit safe behaviors so safety comes naturally. Olivia Summerfield is serving as a positive role model for her daughters, Avery and Aubrey, by buckling them into their child safety seats. By consistently doing this, Olivia will instill this safety habit in Avery and Aubrey so that buckling up is always the natural thing for them to do. For more information about the six-month-long Just Like You! positive role modeling campaign, and for ideas on how to model healthy behaviors with children, persons may go to CopyCatFun.com. Children can earn coins and win prizes through activities on the page. The Just Like You! campaign is sponsored by Garrett County Community Action, the Board of Education, and Health Department.